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RESUME : Un an d'enregistrement microsismique au Xord-Chili a permis de mieux préciser la géoméfrie de
la subduction andine entre 22"s et 25"s et d' analyser I'tvolution du rdgime de convaintes à profondeur
superficielle et intermédiaire. L'interface entre les deux plaques en contact est sismiquement couplé jusqu'h la
profondeur de 50 km. La relation entre cette profondeur critique et le c h p de contraintes est discutée.
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INTRODUCTION
A permanent telememc seismologid network has been installed in june 1990 in the surrounding of
the Amofagasu City and the Mejillones peninsula (nonhem Chile), in the g e o g d k d place of what c m be
considered the southern end of the g n x t 1877 eanhquake rupture zone. The openting of the network gives the
opportunity to improve the knowledge of the present state o i the subduction zone and u, study the temporai
evolution of the seismic activiry in the ara where the rupture of a p t eanhquke may initiate in the n e x
future. The present work describes results obtained h m the analysis of about one y e x (june 1990 - august
1991) of locdly recorded microseismicity. As a fust objective, more precision about the geomerry of the
Wad3t.i-Benioff Zone is looked for. Then, the characteristics of the smss field and its variations dong the
subducting slab are investigated. Special attenuon is given to the cmcterisation of the vansirion between
underthrusting BL the plate interface and the deeperintra-slab faulting.

METHOD ANDDATAPROCESSING
The hypocenters are located with the HYPOLNVERSE program (Klein, 1978). The crustal velocity
structure is represented by a mode1 of flat homogeneous layers based on seismic rehction profiles (Schrnitz,
1991). The avenge crustal veiocity for P wave is 6.6 km/s and the depth of the Moho is set to 48 km. The
manrle velocity is taken to be 7.9 km/s. Travel times are corrected for the elevation of the stations. The
Vp/Vs ntio was determinated from Wadati plots. So as to minimize the effect of dependance of the final
hypocentral solution with the initiai (trial) solution, each earthquake is lodised with different trial depths.
Trial depth is varied from 1 to 230 km with a 10 km increment. We remin x the "&sr" solution the one
combining low R,MS and the higher possible number of P and S arrivals taken into account. In order to avoid
bad quality and p r l y constrained hypocenters we submitted the hypocenmi determinations to a sorting based
on the following criteria: RMS inferior or equal to 0.15, total number urne arrivais Cp and S) taken into
account p a t e r or equal to 7, number of S-phases superior or equal to 2, computed horizon& md venicd
errors inferior or equal to 5 km. Using the selection criteria indicated above, and resmcting the latitude to the
23'20's to '44'30'S interval. we obtained 411 hypocenters over the period june 1990 - august 1991. We
present the discribution of the epicenters in Figure 1 and an EW cross-secnon in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Epicenaal map of the 412 se!ecsted earrhquakes locally recordp during tke period june

1993 - augusr

1991. The selection criteria is detailed in the tex.
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Figure 2. E-W cross secfion showing the hypocenml location of the 412 seleced emhqdes lcmlly recorded.
The topografk profil in dark g a y is taken at latitude 23'515'. The refraction hloko is frorn Schrnia
(interpreted seismic profil x latirude 34OS15', 1991). The shaded m a above the Mohs (light gmy) and ia
prolongation towards the uench reyxent the continental cmt.
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In order 10 specify the stress field and the geomerrical chancteristics of the faulting dong the
subducted slab, we used an aigorithm which pmvides simultaneous inversion of the orientation and shapt of
the stress tensor and of individuai focal mec.bisms for a population of eanhquakes (Rivera and Cistem.
1990). The methcd assumes that the smss m s o r is loc3lly homogeneous over rfie ara of study. The avantage
of the method is that we obtain the Suess censor not €rom previously and individually determined focd
mechanisms which contain 3 certain degree of arbirnry choîce, but nsher from the original data of frst motion
polarities. The best way to detecr variations in the stress regime in the Wadad-Benioff Zone is to define a
sliding window dong the slab. We Iimited OUT investigation to the upper part of the slab (l0ngitude>69~,
depth<100 km). Deeper eanhquakes are tm distant from the l c u l nenvork 10 permit 3 good enough consain
of their focJ mechanisms. SO as to rely on the most trustworthy dan, we tested the subility of the
hypocenaai locations and the focal mechanisrns with different velocity models.

Almost d1 eanfiquakes are located dong a n m w tongue of concenmted sismicity rehted to the
subduction of the Nazca plate, i.e. defming a s h a q W&ti-BeniofFZone (WBZ, see Figure 2). The upper limit
of the WB2 is panicuiary well defued. The WB2 dips with an angle of 17"-18" up to about 100 km depth. The
deeper pan of the slab dips more sreeply but we observe 3 systematic displacement of OUT h y p e n t e r s in the
downward-westward direction relative to the world wide recorded telwismic evenrs below 100 km depth (CahiU
and Isacks, 1992). Lareral hererogeneities, in particular the sIab/rnantle veIwity c o n m t , not taken inro
account in the velocity model. may explain such discrepancy (McLaren and Rohlich. 1985). A seismicdly
quasiquiescent zone is observed k l o w 150 km depth. under the volcmic m. Deeper evenrs o"ur mainly in 3
clustered form at 200-260 km depth. Synthetics tests proved that the quiescent zone cmnot be an artificîal gap
produced by the location process and that the sharpdefinition of the deepclusrer is not an artificiai
concenmtion of hypocenters. The intermediate depth quiescent zone is 3 chancreristic feature of the W3Z dong
sourhem Peru and nonhern Chile. A smng concenmtion of hm-siab seismicity is generaIIy observed updip
or' the quiescent zone m d is possibly related to the effective deshydnution of the ocemic c r u s and to the
phase msformation From basalt to eciogite. Those mechanims me S U F ~ O Sto~activate faulting (Liu, 1983;
Ha& and Giese, 1986). The onset of the quiescent zone may correspond to the limit beyond which those
mecfianisms e n d andor may be related to the proximity of the asthenospheric wedge below the volunic front
The inversion of the Suess tensor and the f d mechanisms for different depth range dong the WB2
give very coherent restllts. From 20 km to 50 km depth we observe only underthrusting eanhquakes with a
north-sou& nodal plane dipping siigrhly towruds the East (Figure 3). Aithough the rupture and the seismic
moment release of p t inrerphe emhquakes m y exrend funher down, those undenhrusting microcmhquakes
indiate chat the seismogenic pan of the interface ends 50 km depth. Downdip, inm-siab normal faulting
prevaib. Normal faulting, nrher heterogeneous fmt becomes very hornogeneous 3t sbout 50-100 km depth
( F i g u r e 3). It is then chmcterized by 3 v e m d or e s t steep dipping nodal p h e O€~WW
to hW orientation.
Over the full range of depth investigated ("_loO km) the stress field is chmcterized by a minimum
principal mess cf3 oriented in the mean azimut 070". The intermediate principai stress 0 2 is horizontal and
strikes in the azimut 335". Below 50 km depth, where normal faulting plus 9 few snike-slip fauiting o"ur
(Figure 3), the stress regime is extensional and 03, which is low dipping, cm be related to the slab pull force.
Above 50 km deprh, where underthrusting occur, the dip angle of 03 is loosely consmineci and may vary from
25" to 70". Underthrusring focal rnechm*sms cm be so well explained by a 6 3 low dipping or by a 03 steep
dipping. Two different scherne may be proposed as possible interpreutions for the evolution of the Stress
regime dong the WBZ, depending on the dip angle of a3 in the undenhrusring zone.
If 03 is steep dipping (70"), then ~1 dips oniy slightly (30") in the azimut 255". Then, the Stress
regirne is compressional ar the locked pinte interface. as it is genenlly ssumed.and the compression expresses
the donvergence between the two plates (aimut 075" or 155"). In that use, the stress field would invert
abrupily a the deprh of 50 km.
Conversely, if 0 3 has a much greater horizonui component. dipping only 35" in the 3zimut 075",we
havq'm alternative scheme in which the slab pull force aco h o at supenïchl depth in the locked segment of
the sllib, beeing possibly the dominant force there. Th~salternative is supported by the occurrence of tensionai
e d j u a k e s berieath the underthsting interiace jbhlgnnge and Madariaga, 1983, Comte et J.. 1992, hzIQ.
In th$"present study, one tensional event has been located 100 km easf of the uench, 15-20 km benearh the
coupied interface. Thus, the m s i t i o n between interplate underthrusune m d inunplate normal faulting would
not nec%@niy suppose a dnstic change in rhe stress regirne. bur would tssentially retlect the change in the
mechanical behaviour of the interface which wouid underg0.a unsubie-sable slip uzlnsition
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